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Implementation of the Affordable Care Act (ACA) has generated renewed interest in the quality and costs of healthcare provided to Medicare and Medicaid beneficiaries in skilled nursing facilities (SNFs), commonly referred to as nursing homes (NHs). NH care is expensive; it is second only to acute hospital care for inpatient Medicare costs (Office of Inspector General [OIG], 2014). The increased focus on costs of care accrued by Medicare beneficiaries in NHs presents a valuable opportunity for registered nurses (RNs) to further demonstrate quantitatively the value they add to the capacity of the NH nursing skill mix to provide cost effective and efficient quality care. Paraprofessionals (i.e. nursing assistants (NAs), certified nursing assistants (CNAs), restorative nursing assistants (RNAs), and licensed vocational/practical nurses [LVNs/LPNs]) have provided the majority of direct care to NH residents since 1965 (Institute of Medicine [IOM], 1996). RNs increase the skill mix of this workforce. Skill mix refers to differences in education and licensure among nursing staff. It is unclear as to the benefits of this increase in skill mix with respect to costs and quality.

This integrative review is unique in that the RN is the sole focus of the review. By virtue of education and training, the RN has been identified as a key contributor to NH quality (IOM, 2004; Castle and Anderson, 2011). Researchers have reported a positive relationship between RN involvement in decision-making and better clinical outcomes (Anderson and McDaniel, 1992; 1998;1999). This is significant because effective care planning is based on the quality of clinical decision making (Centers for Medicare and Medicaid [CMS], 2013). Skills in care plan development, care planning, and coordination of care with interdisciplinary team members are codified as core RN competencies within RN state practice acts in the United States (US) (American Nurses Association [ANA], 2010).

No prior review has examined the RN as a key contributor to the NH; yet research highlights the multifaceted role of the RN in NHs and their positive impact on residents, relatives, and staff (Heath, 2010). Our review of research findings is made in an effort to advance the evidence-base supporting the proposition that RNs add value to NH residents’ experiences both directly
through the level of RN staffing and indirectly through the clinical leadership they provide to members of the nursing skill mix.

**Background**

Over the past 18 years, three IOM (Institute of Medicine) reports have focused on nursing home quality. The 1986 report contained recommendations for fundamental changes in the federal government’s oversight of NH care. Although specific RN staffing levels or nursing skill mix ratios were not proposed, the essential responsibility of professional and competent NH management, (e.g. Director of Nursing (DON), to create a positive work environment was emphasized (IOM, 1986). Toles and Anderson’s 2011 review of studies summarizing the evidence-base for a relationship-oriented management practice in NHs provides recent empirical support of this original recommendation (Toles and Anderson, 2011).

While the complexity of factors influencing achievement of quality services in NHs was acknowledged in the 1996 IOM report, *Nursing Staff in Hospitals and Nursing Homes: Is It Adequate?* specific recommendations for RN staffing were made. Committee members recommended that, by the year 2000, Congress would require: a 24-hour presence of RN coverage; the use of geriatric nurse specialists and geriatric nurse practitioners hired in leadership and direct care positions; a more structured approach to training of NAs; and greater emphasis placed on the educational preparation of new DONs (IOM, 1996).

Similar RN staffing recommendations were made in the 2004 IOM report, *Keeping Patients Safe: Transforming the Work Environment of Nurses*. The authors recommended: greater input of direct care nursing staff into operational decisions (e.g. nurse staffing levels, skill mix, a re-design of work processes, and work flow to promote safety outcomes); study of factors contributing to nursing turnover; the 24 hour presence of at least one RN within a NH at all times; and implementation of staffing levels recommended in the Department of Health and

However, few IOM report recommendations, or those of the issue paper, *Nurses Involvement in Nursing Home Culture Change: Overcoming Barriers, Advancing Opportunities*, sponsored by the Hartford Institute for Geriatric Nursing and the Commonwealth Fund, have become federal law, with one exception (Harrington et al. 2000). Since the passage of the Nursing Home Reform Act (NHRA) included in the 1987 Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (OBRA), a RN has been required to either conduct or coordinate the completion of the Resident Assessment Instrument (RAI).

Currently, federal requirements for RN staffing in NHs remain low, despite resident acuity and complexity having substantially increased (Hirdes, Mitchell, Maxwell and White, 2011). A facility is required to employ a RN as a DON. At least one RN must be on duty for no fewer than 8 hours per day, 7 days a week. In facilities with fewer than 60 residents, the DON may serve as the one RN on duty. Consequently, no requirement exists for facilities of 100 beds or more to employ an assistant DON or director of education. On evening and night shifts either an RN, or licensed practical nurse or vocational nurse (LPN or LVN) is required (IOM, 2004). The national average of RN hours per resident day (HPRD) in 2014 was 0.47 HPRD; the national average of direct care staff hours per patient day in 2014 was 3.73 HPRD (American Healthcare Association [AHCA], 2014). These figures are in stark contrast to RN staffing in hospitals reported to be over 10 hours per patient in a 24 hour period (Welton, 2007).

In the past 8 years, 10 literature or systematic reviews addressing extant NH quality and all nursing staffing levels and practices have been published (Bostick, Rantz, Klesner, and Riggs, 2006; Collier and Harrington, 2008; Castle, 2008; Bryan et al. 2010; Spilsbury, Hweitt, Stirk, and Bowman, 2011; Streak, 2011; Shin and Bae, 2012; Hodgkinson, Haesler, Nay, O’Donnell and
McAuliffe, 2011; Dongjuan, Kane and Shamliyan, 2013; Backhaus, Verbeek, vanRossum, Capetuti, and Hamers, 2014). Findings have ranged from “a proven association between higher total staffing levels (especially licensed staff) and improved quality of care” (Bostick, et al. 2006, p.366) to “no consistent evidence found for a positive relationship between staffing and quality of care” (Backaus et al. 2014, p 383). This disparity is largely based on reviewers differing assessments of the scientific rigor of the studies reviewed (Castle, 2008; Spilbury et al. 2011).

Method

Search Strategy

Combinations of key terms were used including: registered nurse, nursing home, quality, nursing skill mix, RN scope of practice, quality of life, quality of care, deficiency citations, nurse staffing, work environment, and Minimum Data Set (MDS). Research studies and literature published in English between 2008 and 2014 were searched. The advanced practice nurse was excluded as a key term because the focus of this review is on the relationship of RNs practicing in the roles of DON, charge nurse, supervisor, MDS RN coordinator, clinical RN and NH quality. While there is evidence that use of advanced practice nurses (APNs) has been associated with improved quality (e.g. reduction in avoidable re-hospitalizations from NHs to acute hospitals), we believe that it is important to focus on the RN staff infrastructure that exists in the majority of NHs (Boyd et al. 2014).

Searches included several databases: Cochrane Library, CINAHL, Pub med, PsychINFO, Ovid, Google Scholar, and grey literature (e.g. government websites, reports, and texts). A total of 16,000 references were identified through database searching. Thirty one records were identified in the grey literature. Duplicate citations were removed; the remaining 1,300 citations were reviewed and cross checked with references used in selected literature reviews/systematic
reviews (e.g. Castle, 2008; Collier and Harrington, 2008; Spilsbury et al. 2011; and Backus et al. 2014). Any study previously cited in a review was removed from the search list to avoid duplication in reporting study findings. 175 full abstracts were reviewed, of which 133 full articles were printed. Sixty-six full texts were removed for a range of reasons (e.g. tool development, not including and/or reporting RN staffing levels, RN sample size, the individual numbers of RN and LPN/LVNs included in ‘licensed nurses’ as a study variable, or failure to report RN-specific findings). Sixty-seven studies remained and were included in the review. This process is shown in Figure 1.

Characteristics of Studies Reviewed

The 67 studies reviewed used various types of designs: cross-sectional (n=33); mixed methods (n=3); longitudinal (n=13), qualitative (n=10); descriptive (n=6); and cohort (n=2) designs. NHs or aged-care facilities representing six nations were included: US (n=60); Canada (n=4); United Kingdom (n=2); Germany (n=1); Norway (n=1); and Sweden (n=1). The unit of analysis used in studies included nursing home administrators, RN roles (i.e. DON, RN MDS coordinator, charge or supervisory RN, and clinical RN), residents, NHs, and observational units (e.g. surveys, quarterly MDS assessments). Sample sizes varied widely including ranges of NHs sampled (1 to 11,611); residents (1,376 to 692,875); nursing home administrators (419 to 2,900); RNs employed in various roles (16 to 1,048); observational units (4476 to 148,900); and 50 RN and LPN/LVN state practice acts and scopes of practice. In comparison with previously published reviews, there was an increase in the number of studies reviewed that focused on the impact of state and federal policies on minimal nurse staffing standards and RN staffing (n=8); used longitudinal designs (n=13); qualitative and mixed methods (n=12); included the work environment or organizational culture as variables (n=6); and non-US NHs (n=5).

Variables and Measures of Quality Indicators and Work Environment

Most variables and measures of quality indicators, were similar to those used in earlier reviews as shown in Tables 2 – 9. They included structural and process quality indicators; resident and employee outcomes; case mix, facility, and market variables; and the
impact of policy changes (e.g. changes in federal or state minimum staffing levels and reimbursement rates). In recent years, researchers have included variables measuring the work environment and safety culture as shown in Table 5.

**Data Sources**

Data sources used were similar to those used in earlier literature reviews and systematic studies as shown in Table 10. They included the Area Resource Files (ARF) (n=15); MDS data other than quality indicators or quality measures (n=13); On-line Survey Certification and Reporting [OSCAR] (n=33); primary data (e.g. surveys, focus groups, interviews, direct observation, field notes) (n=32); quality indicators or measures from Nursing Home Compare (NHC) (n=10); Automated Certification and Licensing Administrative Information Management Systems (ACCLAIMS) (n=1); or other sources as shown in Table 10.

**Results**

**Conceptual Frameworks**

Conceptual frameworks used to provide support for hypothesized relationships among key concepts and constructs related to RNs and NH quality were diverse. Donabedian’s quality framework (Donabedian, 1992), complexity theory (Corazzini et al. 2014), and Castle and Engberg’s conceptual model (Castle and Engberg, 2008), were most frequently used as shown in Table 1. These frameworks reflect the complexity of factors influencing subjective and objective definitions and measurement of NH quality. These include factors such as: nurse staffing level, nurse skill mix, ownership (e.g. structural), perceptions of team work, mutual respect, and open communication (e.g. process), and prevalence of pressure ulcers, urinary tract infections, falls, and deficiency citations (e.g. outcomes).

**Structural Quality Indicators**

Structural indicators of quality are stable characteristics, such as nurse staffing levels, resident clinical conditions, and facility demographics, such as ownership and size. Structural
measures used to study the association of RNs and quality in NHs varied, as shown in Table 2 (i.e. agency RNs, RN staffing hours; nursing skill mix; professional jurisdiction; and RN retention intrinsic and extrinsic factors). Some resident characteristics were measured using case mix or acuity measures as shown in Table 6. Measurements for facility characteristics are shown in Table 7.

**RN staffing hours.** RN staffing continued to be measured in a variety of ways, with RN hours per resident day (HPRD) being the most frequently used (19 studies). Castle and Engberg (2008a; 2008b) and Castle (2009) measured agency RN use as shown in Table 2.

**Nursing skill mix.** Nursing skill mix was measured in 11 different ways as shown in Table 2. The two most frequently used measures were ‘number of RNs’ and the ratio of RNs to the sum of LPNs/LVNs and NA staff.

**Process Quality Indicators**

Process quality indicators are used to measure how care, or nursing work, is performed to produce experiences for residents and NH staff. Care processes used will differ based on resident characteristics, acuity, length of stay, and types and numbers of nursing staff included in the nursing skill mix. Care processes may be of a technical and directly observable nature, or of an interpersonal nature that requires both qualitative and quantitative methods to measure comprehensively. Measurement of relationships between RNs and their team members, or RNs and resident relationships, despite their profound influence on residents’ quality of care, are not as easily measured (Spilsbury et al. 2011; McGilton et al. 2012). Because of this, they are not frequently included in studies, as shown in Table 3.

**Outcome Quality Indicators**

The most frequently used outcome measured were those contained in government databases, including deficiency citations of various types (n=18) from the Online
survey and certification and reporting system (oscar) database, long-stay (n=25 studies) and short-stay quality measures derived from mds data (9), other mds derived measures (n=4 studies), and incidence or prevalence of pressure ulcers (n=5 studies). employee outcomes measured included turnover (n=7), retention (n=6), and rn intention to leave (n=1), intention to stay (n=1), and job satisfaction (n=1). other outcome measures were derived from primary data (i.e. data observed or collected directly) (n=5), or medicare databases (n=5).

other characteristics associated with nh quality

the relationship of rnss and nh quality is complex, in part because many other macro- and micro-system level variables exert an influence, as shown in tables 5-9. examples included case-mix characteristics of residents, some of which are mutable or immutable, facility-level factors, market characteristics, the impact of legislative changes in nh staffing levels, state medicare rates, medicare reimbursement rates, and geographic locations of facilities.

findings of the relationship between rnss and nh quality

in studies using quantitative methods, higher rn staffing was associated with better resident care quality where the following indicators were examined: fewer pressure ulcers, better quality measures (qms), lower restraint use, decreased probability of hospitalization, fewer deficiencies citations, decreased mortality, and decreased incidence of urinary tract infections (utis). higher rn staffing was associated with better employee outcomes where lower na and rn turnover were examined.

in nhss having a higher rn ratio to other nursing staff, the higher professional skill mix was associated with lower restraint use, perceived risk of malpractice losses, fewer dually eligible medicare beneficiaries discharged to snfs, licensed nurses spending more time with residents, and nhss with high medicare census. less don turnover was positively associated with lower levels of education, higher job satisfaction, lower nursing staff turnover, and increased nh occupancy. as shown in table 5, studies that examined the relationship between a better work environment, care processes, and outcomes, the following indicators were used: lower pressure
ulcer rate, lower restraint use, having an administrator with a consensus leadership style, higher hierarchical values held in the NH, lowers intent to leave, higher job satisfaction, and NHs with higher capacity for RN jurisdiction. Findings reported from studies using qualitative methods described RNs as negatively influenced by unsupportive work environments, poor leadership, low levels of teamwork and clinical leadership, poor communication, difficult relationships between members of the nursing skill mix, and greater organizational emphasis on compliance rather than quality.

The impact of changes in reimbursement rates and minimum staffing requirements on RN staffing, skill mix, and care quality were mixed, as shown in Table 9. For example, Mukamel and colleagues (2012) found a positive impact of anticipated changes in reimbursement rates and RN staffing levels. In contrast, others found negative or insignificant impacts. For example, Feng (2008) reported that changes in state Medicaid rates and case-mix reimbursement in 48 states were associated with decreased RN HPRD. In another study Feng and colleagues (Feng et al. 2010) found no wage pass-through effect for RN HPRD. Chen and Grabowski (2014) reported that, although fewer RNs were fired relative to NAs, no significant changes in Quality Measures (QMs) (i.e. Medicare-defined measures of the quality of care), other than contractures, and a reduction in severe deficiencies with minimum staffing regulations in California and Ohio were found.

Discussion

Prior reviews identified several limitations in the research literature, including concern about data quality and accuracy, lack of standardized measurements of variables, a need for larger sample sizes, greater use of mixed methods and longitudinal designs, greater focus on nursing skill mix, and employee outcomes. While issues remain about data quality and lack of standardization of measurements, our review shows that progress has been made in increasing
the number of studies using larger sample sizes, qualitative and mixed methods, longitudinal designs, and measurement of the work environment and safety culture.

Most of the studies included in this review consistently reported that higher RN staffing and higher ratios of RNs in the nursing skill mix are related to better NH quality. The strongest evidence supporting a causal relationship between higher RN staffing levels, higher RN ratios within the nursing skill mix, and quality indicators is found in several longitudinal studies (Konetzka, Stearns and Park, 2008; Kim, Harrington and Greene, 2009; Castle and Anderson, 2011; Castle et al. 2011; Castle et al. 2014; Lin 2014, and the cohort study findings of Spector, et al. 2013. Given that a controlled experiment on RN HPRD and outcomes is not feasible or ethical, alternative methods must be found to more rigorously determine the causality of the relationship between increased RN staffing and increased NH quality. For example, Lin (2014) used the method of instrumental variables (IV) to estimate a causal relationship between increased RN HPRD and quality. IV is used to address measurement problems, including omitted variable bias, measurement error, simultaneity or reverse causality (Staiger and Stock, 1997). He noted that no significant relationships were found between the RN HPRD and quality outcomes when the more common ordinary least squares (OLS) regression model was used.

Some study findings were unexpected, and provide evidence of the challenges gerontological nurse educators and leaders face in increasing the skills of RNs currently working in NHs. For example, Castle and Engberg (2008a; 2008b) found that increased use of agency RNs was been associated with higher quality, as shown in Table 10. They suggested that the clinical skill level of the agency RNs may be higher than that of the regular RNs included in the study sample. DONs with higher levels of education were found to have shorter tenure (Decker and Castle, 2009).

Taken together, these findings suggest that the RNs practicing in NHs may be less well prepared clinically. This is consistent with the fact that most RNs and DONs practicing in NHs
have only an associate degree or diploma level education (IOM, 2004). The need for DONs and more RNs practicing in NHs to have a baccalaureate education is clear (Siegel et al. 2012). While the potential is there for RNs to have a significant impact on the quality of NH care, the NH tends to be a less attractive career choice than other practice settings to many RNs. The nature of the nursing skill mix used, and its implications for RN practice, may contribute to this.

Gerontological nurse leaders and educations are therefore challenged to find ways to serve as educational resources to NHs. Evidence based best practices known to enhance NH RN staff competencies (Bourbonneiere and Strumpf, 2008) exist. Promising programs include peer mentoring, training to develop DON’s coaching and person-centered management skills, better orientation programs, and advanced practice nurse consultant visits to NHs (McGilton, Heath, Chu, Bostrom, Mueller, Boscard et al 2012).

However, given that no federal requirement exists for RNs to have specialized education in gerontological nursing upon hire and throughout their NH employment, it is likely that concerns about cost will restrict the NH industry from widely embracing such programs. As initially highlighted, NH care is expensive; second only to acute hospital care for inpatient Medicare costs (OIG, 2014). Therefore, concerns about the costs of employing more highly skilled RNs and DONs that have the potential to positively influence members of the nursing skill mix will continue to influence NH industry hiring practices. Findings from studies that measured the impact of minimum state staffing requirements and changes in Medicaid and reimbursement rates demonstrate this.

**Future Research**

Legislation has recently been passed that should greatly enhance the quality of CMS NH data often used by NH researchers. A provision in the recently signed Improving Post Acute Care Transformation Act of 2014 (IMPACT) has the potential to greatly improve the accuracy of the reporting of nurse staffing levels, skill mix, and turnover data in NHs. CMS is to have
implemented quarterly electronic reporting of NH staffing information by the end of fiscal year 2016 that is auditable [http://phinational.org](http://phinational.org).

Studies that build on the work of researchers who have used conceptual frameworks that mirror the complexity of the NH practice environment are recommended. Examples of these include the adaptive leadership framework derived from complexity theory (Corazzini et al. 2014), Castle and Engberg’s framework (Castle and Engberg, 2008), and Donabedian’s quality framework (Donabedian, 1992). For example, Corazzini and colleagues have used complexity theory to describe how adaptive leadership and technical practices are needed in the increasingly complex and dynamic NH practice environment if greater NH quality is to be achieved (Corazzini et al. 2014). Adaptive leadership, an approach believed to foster work environments supportive of person-centered care, emphasizes flexibility, rather than rigidity, in providing care that is responsive to resident preferences and values. Adaptive leadership, based on complexity theory, is a promising framework to use for further research of clinical supervision that is person-centered. Finally, researchers need to increase the use of economic frameworks to study the benefits of increasing the number and qualifications of RNs working in NHs with respect to costs and quality.

Continued use of mixed methods to study RN NH work is recommended. This approach increases our ability to more fully understand the directly observable and unobservable cognitive work of the RN, members of the nursing skill mix (IOM, 2004), and their interactions with one another that likely differ as RN staffing levels and the composition of the nursing skill mix varies. For example, a mixed methods approach is ideal for better understanding the mechanisms by which RNs add value to the nursing skill mix and enhance the resident’s NH experience.

Two important mechanisms are nursing surveillance, or patient monitoring and coaching/person-centered supervision and management. Surveillance is defined as the ongoing
acquisition, interpretation, and synthesis of clinical data for clinical decision-making (IOM, 2004). It is different from assessment in that it is an intervention that occurs over time, rather than a single point in time. Framed another way, surveillance involves visible and invisible care activities of the RN, or any nursing staff (IOM, 2004). Resident surveillance is used in providing both direct (i.e. nursing assessment, physical care, administration of treatments, and psychological care) and indirect care (i.e. documentation, supervision, management and other activities performed away from residents but on their behalf to coordinate and manage the care experience and environment (Dellefield, Harrington and Kelly, 2012).

Given the likelihood that the RN presence in NHs will continue to be relatively limited, and most care will be provided by paraprofessionals, greater understanding of how nursing care delivery systems may increase their surveillance capacity is recommended. This is an urgent need given that poor resident monitoring was cited as one of the three practices responsible for the preventable adverse events studied in the 2014 OIG report on Medicare beneficiaries.

Conclusion

Conducting research on the relationship of RNs and NH quality must continue, in spite of the persistent methodological challenges presented to researchers. For both the advancement of nursing as an applied science and the benefit of society at large, nursing researchers are challenged to better demonstrate how the increased presence of a RN on each shift has the potential to enhance the cost effectiveness, efficiency, and quality of NHs. Nurse faculty and leaders are challenged to find ways that help nursing students recognize that RN practice in a NH is complex, challenging, and a setting in which NH residents will benefit on both an individual and system-level from their presence.
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